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The preceding protest stems from Professor Michael McConnell’s use of an unredacted historical quote containing the N-word in one of his classes at Stanford Law School. Professor McConnell began the quote with a warning and followed it with a condemnation. He intended to show how this nation’s founders were not unblemished heroes but also embodied deeply racist attitudes that have been part of our country’s history since its inception. In other words, Professor McConnell was making an anti-racist teaching point. After talking with concerned students at Stanford, he has said that he will not use the N-word again.

Some members of this Law Review determined this should not be the end of the matter, and this protest ensued. Parts of the protest statement highlight a desire to address racial inequities at our law school and within the Law Review. I applaud that desire. I hope that the protesters—and the rest of us—will hold our leaders accountable to recent commitments to pursue racial equity and racial justice. These commitments are achievable with time, money, and focus on specific initiatives. But they will be
difficult to attain without a clearly defined purpose, something that most institutions of higher education struggle to name with particularity. If this law school wants to commit to addressing systemic and structural racial injustice, then it should say so, and it should do so.

While I stand with the protesters in their desire to address racial injustice, as the faculty editor of the symposium that follows, I object to this protest for four reasons. First, the protest does not belong in a symposium on law and religion. Second, there is disagreement as to whether Professor McConnell actually violated an academic norm. Third, the protest creates ambiguities for current and future classroom norms. Finally, because Professor McConnell has already committed to changes in line with what the protesters presumably demand of him, the protest appears more punitive than change-oriented.

1. This protest has nothing to do with the symposium’s intellectual content.

I respectfully disagree with Dean Nancy Staudt’s appeal to “free speech and the open exchange of ideas” in authorizing this protest. A commitment to free speech does not mean that every venue welcomes all viewpoints on all subjects. The Law Review is not a public forum. It is a for-credit academic enterprise that routinely makes decisions based on content and viewpoint in furtherance of its academic mission and therefore is expressly not designed to facilitate the open exchange of ideas. Dean Staudt has authorized a protest over classroom norms, not the robust exchange of ideas.

---

7. See John Inazu, The Purpose (and Limits) of the University, 2018 UTAH L. REV. 943. In the days following the killing of George Floyd, Dean Staudt wrote that “in painful times, such as these, it becomes even more important to reaffirm our core values.” Email from Nancy Staudt, Dean and Howard & Caroline Cayne Distinguished Professor of Law, Wash. Univ. Sch. of Law, to Law School Community (May 31, 2020, 12:08 PM). But it’s not clear to me what “our core values” are. The law school’s website invites students to “Pursue Excellence,” “Inspire Global Change,” and “Work Toward a More Just Society.” See WASH. UNIV. SCH. OF LAW, https://law.wustl.edu/ (last visited July 12, 2020). But excellence in what? What kind of change? And what kind of justice?

8. See Preface to Statement by the Undersigned Editors of Volume 97.

9. For more on the difference between an academic enterprise and a public forum, see Inazu, supra note 7, at 962–63.
and an academic symposium on law and religion is not the proper venue for such a protest.\textsuperscript{10}

2. \textit{The pedagogical use of the N-word in reading a quote to make an anti-racist teaching point is a matter over which thoughtful scholars and teachers disagree.}

I would not use the N-word for pedagogical purposes. Others disagree. For example, Professor Randall Kennedy at Harvard Law School has asserted that reading unredacted quotes containing the N-word in a classroom setting is necessary to show this country’s ugly history.\textsuperscript{11} It may one day become clear by academic norms that the N-word is never appropriate. But that has not yet happened, and unless and until it does, our profession depends upon preserving the possibility of good-faith disagreement in an academic setting.

There is also a meaningful difference between Professor McConnell’s classroom use and someone who utters a racial slur against another human being. The latter happens all too frequently in our society. When I hear those stories, I think about a lifetime of malformed character that cannot be explained away by a mere apology. I think of the ongoing racial hatred and white supremacy in this country. I do not think of Professor McConnell or this incident. Lawyers and future lawyers must be able to distinguish between Professor McConnell’s use of a historical quote to make an anti-racist teaching point on the one hand, and those who spout racial slurs at other human beings, on the other.

\textsuperscript{10} Other contributors to this symposium have also objected to the protest. See Email from Stephanie Barclay, Associate Professor of Law, BYU J. Reuben Clark Law Sch., to Editor-in-Chief, Wash. Univ. Law Review (June 21, 2020) (“I am writing to respectfully request that you consider not including such a statement in the symposium. I echo concerns . . . about both the venue and the target of this statement.”); Email from Ashutosh Bhagwat, U.C. Davis Sch. of Law, Martin Luther King Jr. Professor of Law, to Editor-in-Chief, Wash. Univ. Law Review (June 28, 2020) (“I simply do not see why the \textit{Washington University Law Review} should be inserting itself in a dispute that does not touch upon it at all. I know that we live in exciting times in which issues of racial justice are finally getting the attention they deserve. I personally am enormously glad that this awakening is finally occurring. However, your protest statement does not strike me as an appropriate or meaningful way to engage these issues.”); Email from Marc DeGirolami, Cary Fields Professor of Law, St. Johns Sch. of Law, to Editor-in-Chief, Wash. Univ. Law Review (June 21, 2020) (“I ask that you consider not including this statement in the symposium. . . . In my view, this is not the right venue for the statement.”).

\textsuperscript{11} See Eugene Volokh, \textit{Prof. Randall Kennedy (Harvard Law) on Accurately Quoting Racial Epithets}, \textsc{Volokh Conspiracy} (June 11, 2020, 8:02 AM), https://reason.com/2020/06/11/prof-randall-kennedy-harvard-law-on-accurately-quoting-racial-epithets/ (providing full text of Professor Kennedy’s letter). Professor Kennedy is also the author of an important book on the First Amendment, the title of which is the unredacted N-word. Because I am genuinely unsure of the \textit{Law Review}’s shifting norms and red lines regarding this matter, I am forgoing the usual scholarly convention of providing a citation to this work.
3. This protest creates ambiguities for current and future classroom norms.

This protest functionally delegates pedagogical norm-setting to an informal group of students.\textsuperscript{12} To be sure, nobody is prohibiting faculty from reading a quote that uses the unredacted N-word in class to make an anti-racist teaching point. But the action against Professor McConnell establishes a red line at this law school. Faculty whose reputations and voices rely heavily on publications in law reviews are unlikely to risk a protest memorialized in the pages of our own flagship journal. Although student concerns should not be dismissed out of blind adherence to the status quo, I am concerned about the process by which this norm has been established. What amounts to de facto censorship of future classroom teaching has occurred without any input from the faculty charged with that teaching.

This protest and its new red line also raise difficult line-drawing questions. Much of the uncertainty arises from unclear norms within legal education generally and this law school in particular. The protest statement asserts that “the use of this word in the classroom is unacceptable and unnecessary, as it significantly disrupts the learning environment and places a burden on Black students that other students do not face.”\textsuperscript{13} Left without any further context, the word “use” could mean either “spoken aloud” (if construed narrowly) or “presented in any form” (if construed broadly). Both of these definitions are themselves ambiguous.

Beginning with the former, it is unclear if faculty will be sanctioned by the \textit{Law Review} for showing a movie clip or playing an audio recording where the N-word is spoken. If they will be sanctioned, does the \textit{Law Review} require any culpable \textit{mens rea}, or is this a strict-liability offense such that a faculty member who forgets that a movie contains the word will be subjected to a protest? What is a faculty member supposed to do if a \textit{student} utters the word in class while reading a quote to make an anti-racist statement? Does the \textit{Law Review}’s standard impose a form of omission liability on the faculty member who fails to make an appropriate response? And who defines the standard of what counts as an appropriate response?

The broader interpretation of “use” is even more complicated. Can a faculty member who assigns a text containing an unredacted use of the N-word be sanctioned by the \textit{Law Review}?\textsuperscript{14} Is the faculty member under an

\textsuperscript{12} The protest statement makes clear that it does not represent the official views of the student body or the \textit{Law Review}. See Statement by the Undersigned Editors of Volume 97.

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Id.} at i.

affirmative obligation to redact the word in original texts before assigning them in class? What about a faculty member who publishes a book or article that contains quotes using the unredacted N-word? As the example of Professor McConnell illustrates, the motive for using the unredacted word does not matter—using the word in a quote to make an anti-racist teaching point does not create a safe harbor.

Then there are questions about what other words may or may not be subject to sanction and protest by the Law Review. My Japanese-American grandparents were subjected to awful racist slurs as they were sent to prison camps by the United States government. Many of those slurs continue today and appear unredacted in scholarly work and judicial opinions. To my mind, the N-word retains an especially ugly and cruel meaning that sets it apart—even from other slurs that are themselves ugly or cruel. But it’s not clear to me if the Law Review’s red line adopts this distinction. 

There may well be important distinctions that limit the precedent of this student protest. But neither the Law Review nor the faculty of this law school have decided or even discussed any of them. And I am unsure what standards this journal will apply to future authors who seek to publish in its pages.

4. Professor McConnell has already committed to the change that this protest ostensibly seeks.

The absence of any room for redemption and restoration in this protest leads to a final objection. Protests (and related actions) can be directed against institutions, institutional leaders, or other individuals. The best protests seek change: they pressure institutions to adopt new practices (or
abandon old ones), or they pressure institutional leaders to change course or hand over control to a new leader. Protests directed against individuals can also create institutional change, but they necessarily apply stigmatizing pressure against the individuals on whom they focus. Sometimes, this pressure is meant to coerce individual change. But in this case, Professor McConnell had already committed to precisely the change that this protest endeavors to create. Other than to punish him for his past actions, it is unclear exactly what the protesters are seeking from Professor McConnell.

Bryan Stevenson writes in Just Mercy that “each of us is more than the worst thing we’ve ever done.” Because the broader legal academy has not yet clearly established norms regarding Professor McConnell’s classroom decision, this particular situation may fall altogether outside of Stevenson’s description of being “the worst thing.” But even those who find Professor McConnell’s decision to be clearly wrong might still have taken into account his commitment to change his classroom practices. A decent society ought to allow for the possibility of redemption and restoration.

A decent society should also be committed to racial justice. That work remains an urgent matter for this country and for this law school, and I hope that the zeal behind this expressive protest carries over into concrete action to alleviate inequities and injustices. But I also hope that this kind of...
punitive protest—and the lack of grace for those with whom we work, and from whom we learn—will soon pass.

making an expressive statement that they believe furthers racial justice. But the overall effects of this particular protest remain unclear. The potential chilling effects on classroom teaching will likely be felt most acutely by faculty who lack the protections of tenure, some of whom might otherwise have pushed race-conscious pedagogies. It may also be that this kind of expressive protest stifles longer-term partnerships toward the cause of racial justice. See, e.g., Yascha Mounk, Stop Firing the Innocent, ATLANTIC (June 27, 2020), https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/06/stop-firing-innocent/613615/ (warning of the danger of growing cynicism toward anti-racist efforts that punish indiscriminately).